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Contact us:

Find us:

act@tadatrainig.co.za
081 407 0288

Cradlestone Mall
Shop U103 & U12
Roodepoort
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ABOUT
US

We at TA-DA! Theatre Arts and Drama Academy offer you the
opportunity to make your dreams a reality. Boosting
confidence & self-esteem, giving you a step ahead, not only in
the entertainment industry, but also in everyday life. We focus
on various elements of the acting craft, working with 6
different modules, you can be certain that you will be Stage
and TV ready in no time.

JOIN OUR TALENTED TEAM TODAY
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Our main goal is to get our
students
the best possible training
in the following fields;
Theatre Acting, Camera
Acting, Radio Training,
Voice Acting, Confidence
Enhancement, Presenting,
Miming and on request,
prep for related

ACTING
TRAINING

competitions.

Our course consist of two shows per year. Our Mid- Year
Production is designed to teach students about filming and
camera acting. Each class writes and directs their own short
film. The Annual Premier Night is an unforgettable experience.
Our Year-End Production is a stage production to teach the AZ of Theatre.
Our course covers all aspects of the entertainment industry

The Fees

ALL AGES WELCOME

Once-off registration R550. Registration secures your spot.
Monthly flat rate. One class per week is compulsory.
Group Acting Class R750 (60min, per class)
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VOCAL TRAINING
What do we offer?...
Enhance vocal ability
Expanding your vocal ability is an
important aspect of singing. Why?
Because then you will be able to
sing a variety of songs.

Artist Development
Become a successful all round
performer and brand.

Song Writing

Write your own songs, register,
record and share it with the
world.

Performances &
Showcases
We host two shows per year
with two assesments and loads
of competitions

Recordings

IMPROVE YOUR...

Students receive their own demo
recording on a regular basis to
share with friends, family and
people of intrest in the music
industry.

VOCAL RANGE
OPTIMIZE LUNG USAGE
VOCAL HEALTH
LEARN ABOUT MUSIC
BUILD CONFIDENCE
START A SINGING CAREER

The Fees
Once-off registration R550. Registration secures your spot.
Monthly flat rate. One class per week is compulsory.
Individual Vocal Sessions R750 (30min, per class)
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THEATRE DANCE
What do we offer?...

TA-DA! boasts in developing an all round
performer, known as a triple threat in
the industry. Whether you are serious
about acting as a career or just want to
take up dance for the fun TA-DA! is the
place to be. We train dancers in various
fields throughout the year. Please see
the next page for a thorough breakdown.

When joining TA-DA! Theatre
Dance, you will be trained in the
following 4 dance fields: 2 shows
per year will be choreographed to
put your new skills into action on

Ballet
Tap
Jazz
Contemporary
2 shows per year will be
choreographed to put your new
skills into action on

IMPROVE YOUR...
FITNESS
FLEXIBILITY
CO-ORDINATION
STABILITY
STRENGHT
POSTURE

The Fees
Once-off registration R550. Registration secures your spot.
Monthly flat rate. One class per week is compulsory.
Group dance Class R750 (60min, per class)
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Hone your skills as a Triple Threat. In this class we
use take the 3 major performance aspects and teach
how to use them together. This class does not
necessarily teach the skill but rather how to use the
three skill combined. Singing, dancing and Acting.
This is the perfect class to take in partnership with
your other classes. Loads of performance
opportunities and fun.

MUSICAL
THEATRE
The Fees
Monthly flat rate when taken with other classes R300
Group Class R750 (60min, per class)

JOIN OUR TALENTED TEAM TODAY
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INSTRUMENTS

30 min weekly classes specializing in
Piano Training

Theory – How to read music, scales,
how they work, songs, chords, rhythms
Techniques – How to play said material
while using the proper
techniques/hand and holding positions
related to each instrument.
Songs – How to play the song using
both the above-mentioned methods.
Song writing basics
Sight reading
Individual Training. One-on-one

Guitar Training

Scales, chords and how to use
them.
Songs - relevant to the student’s
level.
Proper techniques such as
picking and fretting techniques.
Sight reading
Song writing basics

Ukulele Training
Scales, chords and how to use them.
Songs - relevant to the student’s level.
Proper techniques such as picking and
fretting techniques.
Sight reading
Song writing basics

The Fees
Once-off registration R550. Registration secures your spot.
Monthly flat rate. One class per week is compulsory.
R750 (30-60min, per class)

Kids

ACTING
Classes

We have been educating
students through performing arts
since 2011. Equipping young,
talented individuals with selfconfidence, the skills for stage
and film acting and the ability to
excel at public speaking.
Cultivating a passion for the arts.
Join our weekly 60 min classes
to make your own Short Films,
learn the art of TV & Stage
acting and delve into VoiceOver Acting. To mention just a
few fun activities

R750 per month

Learn how to sing the
right way. Taking vocal
classes from a young age
helps to improve your
tone and prevent any bad
vocal habits.
Our classes are 30min
one-on-one sessions
creating the perfect
environment to learn and
grow.
We do vocal recordings to
keep track of
improvements. We have
two vocal shows per year.

R750 per month

VOCAL

Training

THEATRE
Dance
In our 60min dance
classes you will learn the
following dance styles:
TAP | BALLET | JAZZ |
CONTEMPORARY
Come enjoy the art of
dance in a fun filled class.
We have two shows per
year to showcase your
talent. We do
preparations for various
competitions.
R750 per month

Kids
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